
DATA CENTER SAVES ENERGY WITH 
PREMIUM EFFICIENCY CHILLER 
When Sybase realized the chiller system in its data center in Dublin, California 
was no longer adequate and needed to be upgraded, it used the opportunity to 
design a more energy efficient chiller system. 
Over time, an increasing number of servers and growth in R&D activity had 
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increased the load on Sybase’s data center chiller system. By 2004, the data cen-
ter’s existing chillers could not satisfy the cooling load and provide the necessary 
redundancy Sybase required. As a result, the system needed to be upgraded to 
keep pace with the company’s growth. 
The existing chiller system was served by two, 190-ton, fixed-speed, screw-type 
chillers installed during the building’s construction. These chillers operated in a 
lead-lag pattern: when the cooling load rose above 190 tons, the second unit 
came online. However, the cooling load rarely exceeded 220 tons and because the 
second unit did not have variable speed capability, it operated inefficiently (at part 
load), resulting in excess energy use. In addition, the existing chillers were so 
maintenance intensive that plant personnel had doubts about their reliability. 

When discussing the motivation Sybase worked with Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) under the aus-
pices of a statewide California utility-sponsored energy efficiency program for 

behind their new chiller system, new construction, Savings By Design (SBD), to design a highly efficient chiller 
system. The resulting energy efficient chiller system is able to adequately serve 

Sybase’s real estate manager for Sybase’s data center while saving 411,000 kWh and $57,000 in annual energy 
costs compared to a conventional system. 

common services, Greg Bush, 
IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY 
Sybase staff worked with PG&E representatives and consultants from Rumsey explained, “We wanted to find the Engineers to assess potential chiller system efficiency improvements. The best 
recommendation was to install a 240-ton premium efficiency VSD centrifugal 

most efficient system available to 

both adequately serve our data 

center requirements and reduce our 

chiller system with active condenser water reset capability. Active condenser water 
temperature reset is a control strategy that calculates the best condenser water 
temperature based on chiller attributes, system requirements and wet bulb temper-
ature. When appropriate, it activates the cooling towers to lower condenser water 
temperature, thereby lowering compressor energy use. 
After an analysis of the costs/benefits, Sybase managers decided to install the 240-

total cost of ownership.” ton VSD chiller system. While this system was costlier and larger than a suggested 
water-cooled chiller of similar capacity, the efficiency gains were greater. Although 



Inlet vane linkage and actuator on the new premium 
efficiency chiller system 
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PG&E’S ENERGY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS can help you control your operating expenses 
through building energy efficiency and demand response capabilities into your new 
and existing facilities, and your long-range planning. Services include energy analyses 
of existing facilities, design assistance for planned projects, equipment rebates, 
project incentives, and education and training. For more information call PG&E’s 
Business Customer Service Center at (800) 468-4743 or visit www.pge.com/business 

Data centers require 
reliable cooling 
capacity to 
adequately support 
critical computer 
systems. If a data 
center is being 
expanded or 
upgraded, improving 
the efficiency of its 
chiller system can lead 
to significant energy 
savings without 
compromising 
reliability. 

both units were rated for premium efficiency, the assessment found that the VSD chiller system 
would use nearly 22% less energy than the water-cooled chiller. This is because the VSD on the 
cooling tower allows the chiller to operate efficiently at different part load conditions. While the 
data center's cooling load is constant, the efficiency of the compressor can vary as the condenser 
return water temperature changes, making the cooling tower an appropriate application for a VSD. 

PROJECT SUCCESSES AND LESSONS 
By installing a premium efficiency VSD chiller system, Sybase achieved its goals of reliably sup-
porting the data center’s cooling load and achieving redundancy while using less energy. The 
new chiller system alone is able to support the data center’s cooling load and the 190-ton units 
are idle, providing Sybase the redundancy it needs. As anticipated in the assessment, the new 
chiller system saves approximately 411,000 kWh and $57,000 in annual energy costs. These 
energy savings made it possible for Sybase to earn a program incentive of $41,000 from PG&E. 
In addition, the VSD chiller system is less maintenance intensive and therefore the number of 
service calls and maintenance costs Sybase incurred in the past are greatly reduced. Given that 
the total costs were about $40,000 above the costs of a less efficient chiller system, the project 
achieved a simple payback of slightly less than 8.5 months. 

MORE EFFICIENT CHILLERS OF TODAY 
Recent technological improvements have vastly increased chiller efficiency. Better heat transfer 
technology, digital controls and VSDs have ushered in a new generation of chillers with better 
efficiencies than chillers available just a decade ago. Many of the most efficient, large (150 ton 
or higher), centrifugal chillers currently on the market have full and part load efficiency ratings 
in the 0.38 to 0.50-kW/ton range. This represents a 30-40 percent efficiency increase over much 
existing equipment. In addition, the efficiency of VSD chiller systems can be enhanced with 
lower condenser water temperature. This can be accomplished by implementing an appropriate 
condenser water temperature reset. For more information, please visit: 
http://www.energydesignresources.com/resource/202/ 
http://www.energy designresources.com/resource/24/ 

ABOUT SYBASE, INC. 
Sybase, Inc. (NYSE: SY) is the largest global enterprise software company exclusively focused 
on managing and mobilizing information from the data center to the point of action. Sybase 
has earned the trust of many of the world’s leading companies (80 of the Fortune 100 enter-
prises use Sybase technology) for its ability to manage information and deliver unsurpassed lev-
els of data reliability and security. 

http://www.energydesignresources.com/resource/24/ 
http://www.energydesignresources.com/resource/202/
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